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1: The Wild Side of Pet Fish - Jo Waters - Google Books
The Wild Side of Pet Ferrets (Perspectives) [Jo Waters] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. Many people keep ferrets as pets, but do these pets have a wild side? Find out in this exciting title.

Many people find ferrets nice to have and as easy to keep, if not easier, as other typical pets like dogs and cats.
Here are some basic tips about caring for ferrets. Making a Home for the Ferret Ferrets prefer living in spaces
that resemble dens in the wild. A wired cage that is about 30 inches wide, 18 inches deep, and 18 inches long
may suffice. Many ferrets like living in cages that have things to climb such as ramps and stairs. The cage
should allow good ventilation, thus it is not wise to use aquariums. The floor may be covered by linoleum tiles
and carpets or other soft washable materials to make the flooring more comfortable for ferrets to walk on than
wire floors. The cage should be kept within 55 to 70 degrees. It should also be cleaned regularly with hot
soapy water. Chicken and turkey are ideal. Ferrets should never be fed vegetables because they are difficult to
digest. Fruits are also not an option because sugars may increase tendencies for insulinoma. Egg whites should
also be avoided because they can cause hemolytic anemia. Potty Training A small 3 to 5 inches-high
cardboard box may be used as a litter box for ferrets. Litter products made of plant or paper fibers are
recommended to prevent clumping of fecal matter. Keeping Ferrets Clean Ferrets tend to produce undesirable
odors. To prevent them from smelling to strongly, they can be bathed using a special ferret shampoo, kitten
shampoo, or diluted baby shampoo. Ears should be cleaned using cotton soaked in a special cleanser that can
be bought from a pet store. Keeping Ferrets Active Ferrets are very energetic animals. Ferrets can be nice pets
when one knows the right ways of caring for them. Having them can be a fun and exciting experience.
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2: wild ferrets | eBay
Ferrets (Raintree Perspectives: The Wild Side of Pets) (Raintree Perspectives: The Wild Side of Pets) Paperback Import, August 18, by Jo Waters (Author).

More Articles December 20, Life gets more exciting when you live on the wild side. Some even find
themselves on the wrong side of pet ownership laws in the United States. Department of Agriculture has some
say over the pets Americans can own. But individual states have their own laws, too. Some states allow almost
anything that creeps, crawls, or slithers, while others forbid almost all pets except domesticated cats and dogs.
General laws about exotic pets Baby exotic pets look cute, but they are illegal in many states. PetHelpful
reports the tropical state has the most restrictions. It goes so far as to quarantine even domesticated cats and
dogs when they first enter the state. Guinea pigs, domesticated mice, and select species of birds and turtles are
permitted on the islands , though certain species are restricted. Still, some pets are more widely shunned than
others. If you want to own any of the fascinating exotic pets ahead, you might run into problems. Those same
federal protections also make it illegal to capture wild bats for domestication. Transporting bats within the U.
In other words, the U. Bats can live up to 25 years. Big cats Lions make very dangerous exotic pets.
Twenty-one states in the U. And big cats fall into that category. They generally allow big cat ownership. And
some states, including Pennsylvania, Texas, and Montana, allow it if the person obtains a permit. Other states,
such as Florida, refer to big cats and other large animals as Class I Wildlife. But you can obtain a permit for
commercial purposes. Sugar gliders Many states prohibit keeping sugar gliders as exotic pets. But several
states have prohibited their residents from owning these animals as pets. This could be because of the large,
aviary-like space they require. Or regulators might have considered all of the noise these little animals make.
Additionally, states, such as Pennsylvania, require a permit to keep a sugar glider, PetHelpful reports.
California, a state known for its strict pet-ownership laws, believes sugar gliders could be a threat to natural
ecosystems. Skunks Skunks make very unpopular exotic pets. But plenty of people in the U. According to a
report from PBS , only 17 states allowed the people to own skunks as pets. So check with your local
government before deciding a skunk can take up residence in your home. Alligators Among all the exotic pets
you can choose, alligators number among the most dangerous. If your state does allow you to own an alligator,
you must provide an enclosure that keeps the animal in and potential intruders out. Even a small bite from an
alligator can prove deadly. Hedgehogs Hedgehogs make cute â€” but largely illegal â€” exotic pets. But not
every state is keen on allowing hedgehogs. Surprisingly, these little bundles of quills are controversial among
animal experts and animal activists. States including California, Arizona, Georgia, Hawaii, and Maine also
prohibit residents from keeping these little animals as pets. Hedgehog Central , a site that advocates for the
understanding and enjoyment of these creatures, also reports Pennsylvania forbids private ownership. Slow
lorises In part because of the unethical trade, slow lorises are illegal to keep as exotic pets. They are typically
captured directly from the wild. Then, they get transported in horrible conditions. And often, they have their
back teeth painfully removed. You might see sweet videos of them on the internet. But keep in mind those
owners likely do not live in the states. Many breeds happily live in milder climates. Even if you do obtain a
permit to interfere with penguins and their eggs in the wild, you have to report the specimen to the Scientific
Committee for Antarctic Research for approval if you want to collect it. An international treaty, called the
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora, also regulates the trade of
certain wildlife species, penguins included. Monkeys Most states prohibit keeping primates as exotic pets.
Some states might allow it. But most do not. That number includes apes, lemurs, and bush babies. Some of
these are owned by trained professionals. You should probably just leave the monkeys at the zoo. Fennec
foxes A surprising number of states allow fennec foxes as exotic pets. That seems to make them desirable to
those longing for exotic pets. Although some states might technically allow them, they often get sold illegally.
That can result in habitat loss in their native Sahara and North Africa. As PetMD reports, ferrets were once
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banned in many U. But many legislatures repealed those laws in the s and s, when ferrets became popular pets.
You need a permit to own a ferret in Rhode Island. The American Ferret Association has the state-by-state
details. Plus, they can carry rabies and canine distemper virus. The Aloha State prohibits pet owners from
having geckos, too. Reptiles Magazine notes the Tokay gecko is common in pet stores across the U. Plus, they
usually end up in the United States courtesy of an unethical pet trade industry. Not if you live in one of the
many states that prohibit residents from owning these birds as pets. Petcha reports in California, Wyoming,
Tennessee, Kentucky, and Pennsylvania, these birds are illegal to own. Many states want to prevent large
colonies of free-flying Quakers from forming and destroying vegetation. Bengal cats Bengal cats count as
illegal exotic pets in a number of states. Individual cities, such as Seattle and Denver, also ban them. Bengal
cat owners might also find themselves in trouble with the U. Fish and Wildlife Service. Bengal cat owners
have petitioned the agency to consider their animals a domestic breed because these domestic cats are many
generations removed from the wild Asian leopard cat. Other states have restrictions on private ownership.
They set minimum standards for enclosures and have strict rabies laws that could result in an animal being
euthanized if it bites someone. Additional reporting by Nikelle Murphy and Lauren Weiler.
3: WildSide Pets in Mesa | WildSide Pets N Higley Rd, Mesa, AZ Yahoo - US Local
WildSide Pets - N Higley Rd Ste , Mesa, Arizona - Rated based on 33 Reviews "Great staff and selection, they care
about the animals the.

4: The Wild Side Pet Boutique
The Wild Side of Pet Hamsters (Perspectives) [Jo Waters] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. Describes the behavior, characteristics, types, habitats, anatomy, diet, and life cycle of hamsters.

5: Raintree Perspectives: The Wild Side of Pets | Awards | LibraryThing
Ferrets (Raintree Perspectives: The Wild Side of Pets) by Jo Waters. Raintree, Children's Book This book has soft
covers. Ex-library, With almost no library markings, In very good condition.

6: Caring for Pet Ferrets - www.enganchecubano.com
The Wild Side of Pet Guinea Pigs (The Wild Side of Pets The "wild side" of pet guinea pigs refers to the fact that the
book discusses wild cavies - several species - and how pet guinea pigs are related to them, as well as being a manual
for the young pet owner.

7: Jo Waters | Open Library
Get this from a library! The wild side of pet ferrets. [Jo Waters] -- Provides basic information on ferret habitats, physical
characteristics, behavior, and needs.

8: Feral Ferrets - Domestic Ferrets Gone Wild!
Unique items for your Pets from Local Artisans and the best suppliers in the business! Bowser Beds, P.L.A.Y beds,
Nearly Naked Custom collars, Ruffwear and more.

9: Pets That Are Illegal to Keep in the U.S.
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The book looks at why ferrets live the way they do (e.g. what they eat in the wild) and uses this as the starting point for
giving appropriate pet care information. The unique perspectives of these books come from emphasizing the close links
between pets and wild animals.
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